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PART ONE: PRECEDENT STUDIES
A series of tasks were taken to gain deeper insight into in-depth architectural forms and typologies prevalent in housing design. Starting from the
transition from the exterior to the interior, the qualities of spaces that make up successful housing and accommodation will be explored to inform the
progression of the Bootle Masterplan. The manifesto defined last semester, rationalised into a ‘mind-map’ will take this newly gained knowledge into
consideration to coherently visualise the new proposal.



Robie House     1909     Frank Lloyd Wright     Chicago

Task 1: Thresholds and Transitions 

Floor Plan 1:200



Reference photos (Exterior and Interior)



Ground Floor Plan Render 1:200



Central Core Detailed Plan Render 1:50/Central Core Axonometric 1:50



Light Falls     2019     Flow Architecture & Maria Grazia Architects     London

A renovated Victorian town house, redefined
through its modern interior. The once
conventional interior spaces now flow into
one another, with spacious open plan rooms
for daily routine below the upper, more
private bedrooms. In turn, these less active
spaces are connected to the central rooms by
a large, central lightwell, pouring an
abundance of light through the depths of the
house and its core. Openings in the lightwell
bring light into individual rooms, and allow
them to look over the main spaces, bringing
every space together in a unified whole.

Task 2: Spatial Organisation Precedent Study



Plans and section showing the relation of the open central spaces and lightwell with the vertical circulation



Corner House     2019     31/44 Architects     London

A modern take on the traditional nineteenth
century terrace house, Corner House
provides a sensitive interpretation for the
end of a terrace row. The curved brick corner
facing onto the adjacent junction, formed
from light coloured brick, typical of the area,
creates a gentle looking intervention, both
suitable for its location, and respectful of its
peers. The house is accessed up a flight of
steps, looking over its own lower court at the
front, seemingly secured behind a high wall
and hedges. The elevation of central living
spaces and sheltered windows lower down
gives a sense of security and privacy. An open
interior allows the front court run inside and
extend into a back courtyard, blending inside
and out. Stairs run up from the entrance hall,
completing the traditionally inspired ground
floor layout.



Ground floor open plan interior space shown, opening up into the front and rear sheltered yards



The Coach House     2020     Selencky Parsons     London

A façade made from bricks recycled from an
old Coach House fronts a modern family
home. A brick corridor leads into the kitchen
at the back, which bends around to a living
room that is stepped down to produce a
distinct space which freely flows from the
rest of the open plan volume. These rooms
are located at the back of the house,
overlooking a garden. Above, the house steps
back to provide a terrace for elevated private
outdoor space, and also allow light penetrate
all the rooms of the house at the front of the
house.



The front circulation leads to an open kitchen at the back, stepping down into the living room



Dollis Hill Avenue     2019    Thomas-McBrien     London

A wood clad interior spans through in a
twenty-first century extension to a modest
nineteenth century house. Set down from
the front of the house, the newer quarters
have their own, defined space, despite being
open plan. A straight corridor from the front
of the house leads to circulation, behind
which is the modern space with a large
glazed wall overlooking the garden which can
be seen from the front door step, allowing
new-comers to see through the house,
unifying all the spaces from entry, and giving
an honest, welcoming fist impression.



L: Plan showing the straight path visible through the house, connecting all the open spaces, both old and new
R: The difference in elevation between the old and new sections of the house allow for them to be distinct



Marylebone Apartment     2019    Proctor & Shaw     London

An apartment in central London, dividing
private space from communal open space
through the use of a singular dividing wall,
spanning across the length of the apartment.
The use of one material to clad the wall adds
texture and continuity to this feature,
highlighting it as a key component of the
space.



Plans show a core for circulation lies to one end of the apartment, entering in onto a communal space with the wall to one side leading to private 
spaces behind–could be applied across several floors to a house(?)



Task 3: Spatial Form and Model Photography

Red House     2020    Tony Fretton     Architects     London

Reference photos (Interior)/Section/Floor Plans 1:50







Morning                                                                                                                      Afternoon











Task 4: Haptic and Sensory -What Does a Home Feel Like ? 

Split View Mountain Lodge     2014    Reiulf Ramstad Arkitekter Norway

Floor Plan 1:100/Section 1:100



Reference photos (Exterior and Interior)



Rendered Floor Plan 1:100



Task 5: Mind Map

Week One



PART TWO: REVISTING ARCH302
Alongside the tasks, work from the previous project, akin to site response and analysis deemed relevant have been brought back to ensure the original
ethos and reaction to the site remain part of the new design. the original masterplan proposal derived from last semester has been revisited and revised,
making necessary changes for a vision better responding to the manifesto, thus laying the groundwork for the designs of the accommodation schedule.



Reflection:

Whilst on site, there is an overwhelming sensation 

of emptiness that I come across. What had once 

been the prosperous and ambitious spearhead 

of maritime industry has how become a mere 

void, deprived of hope, optimism and pride. 

The neglected site felt so detached from human 

civilisation, so forgotten about and  untouched 

that it was almost invisible. It was an unspoken 

about scar on the landscape, a hole, infested 

with the waste of humans.

It was at this moment that a certain reality was 

perceived: that the site was not dead but very 

much alive. Looking into the depths of the murky 

canal, one sees the artery that extends 

alongside the site, its water –like blood- bring life 

and vigour with it. An abundance of life in all 

manners of being thrive alongside the waters: 

moorhen, water boatmen, dragonfly –all 

depend on the lifeline of the canal. 

In the shadows, one didn’t just see black, but 

green, as flora seeped out from the seams of 

what had been relinquished by humans. Reeds, 

lilies, worts –all depths of the site were once 

again claimed by nature.  

In the reflection of the canal, covered partially 

by wildflowers, the underside of the old railway 

bridge was visible in the still water. An idea then 

struck me –that humans and nature could 

coexist on the site, relinquished by nobody. With 

all its  life and energy, the site would no longer 

feel empty, but full.

Task 7: Genius Loci. Personal response to the site 



A series of site sketches, including observations of local wildlife (6th October 2019)





A montage of sketches showing the natural scenes of the site





Genius Loci (noun)
The perceived spirit of a particular place.

In the case of SAFE’s site in Bootle, this is experienced –in my opinion- through the 
observance of nature and wildlife that have reclaimed the site through years of 

neglect. What feels melancholy and abandoned simultaneously feels abundant and 
hopeful as the natural and man-made landscapes merge.

In some areas, nature is allowed to grow and thrive, undisturbed, whilst in others, 
the artistic community has reflected the prevalence of nature in the area –it is 

culturally significant

Defining the site’s Genius Loci characteristics

Task 7: Genius Loci



Work of C J Lim -theoretical proposals that 
integrate the natural and man-made landscapes.

Such examples can be applied to the masterplan 
to achieve the goals of the manifesto.



Barking Central 1     2010     AHMM     London A defensible space precedent

Maps showing privacy of space on ground level (l) and upper levels (r) –the ground spaces act as a barrier to private upper levels



Café

Library

Outdoor exhibition space

Outdoor green space

Leisure space and facilities

Residential cycle store Plant room

Residential bins store –at back

[Car parking does not appear on any site
maps –perhaps due to London city centre
location, and abundant public transport links,
this is deemed unnecessary]

Residential circulation core



Bootle Masterplan 10 Point Manifesto:

A Sanctuary for Nature
At the heart of the masterplan is the desire for nature to co-exist and thrive alongside the
new community
1. Preserve all the trees on the site
2. Educate residents of the presence of native wildlife on the site

Green Living
The ambition of the masterplan is to revitalise Bootle’s deprived, post-industrial community,
tackling local issues of pollution and poor health
3. Promote more sustainable, cleaner lifestyles by recycling, composting, public transport
4. Inspire residents to grow in and around their homes
5. Educate the community of the social and health benefits of growing and eating their

produce and being active
6. Inspire residents to overcome differences and tackle loneliness and exclusion through

communal activity and gardening –a means of battling mental health

Pride of Bootle
The masterplan intends to instil pride in the local area with a community driven heart, thus
creating a more intimate and caring place to live
7. Promote the selling of grown produce to fellow residents and wider community
8. Preserve abundant communal green space
9. Promote active lifestyles as a means of social interaction amongst residents
10. Ensure residents develop close bonds and look out for each other, thus providing a safe

and secure neighbourhood

Preserve. Educate. Promote. Inspire. Ensure.



The Original Master Plan 1:500



The First Reformed Master Plan 1:500 Rationalisation and integration of housing types



The Second Reformed Master Plan 1:500 Consolidating housing typologies



PART THREE: APARTMENT CONCEPT
With research into housing design, organisation of spaces and thresholds, as well as refining the previous masterplan to better fit the manifesto defined,
a design for the canalside apartment blocks on the site could synthesised. The design would take the key focus of the manifesto and ingrain it into an
informed building typology, shaped by the research with emphasis on the experience that the building would deliver to those living there, who would be
chosen as appropriate for the lifestyle that the apartments would deliver.



Initial concept sketches



Initial layout sketches



Task 2: Stanley Dock warehouse renovation 2019 precedent

LOCAL inspiration for Bootle canalside apartments with grand, industrial aesthetic  

World’s largest industrial brick *soon to be apartment* building with adjacent chimney and central community spaces only 3.5km from site 



Brick bonding –using context to inform façade detailing as historical response



Circulation and atrium ideas



Ground floor facilities layout proposal



Apartment layouts synthesis –standard layout



Apartment layouts synthesis -70 and 60 sq.m apartments



Sketches of “green balcony” spaces for 70sq.m apartments and environmental consideration 



Passive solar heating idea –Trombe walls



Sketch section of second and third floor apartment interiors and roof green house with annotated ideas



Sketch section of apartment block and adjacent car park showing all private and public spaces



A concept sketch for the apartments and surrounding houses



A concept sketch series showing the implementation of gardening and healthier living in the apartment scheme

Manifesto points including active, healthy living, social interaction, community bonding and education are addressed 

1. Construction  >   2. Communal Planting Produce from Canoe Hub Activator   >   3. Community Surveying and Feedback   >   4. Education and Social Interaction   >   5. Selling Produce



PART FOUR: DEVELOPMENT
With a concept for the design of the apartment block envisioned, further and more detailed development allows for a richer understanding of the
building and how it works. Going from the small to the big, the individual layouts of varying apartments and basic structure are both considered for a
more feasible design.



Phase 1: ground floor -60sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 1: first/second floor -70sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 1: third floor -50sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 2: ground floor -60sq.m apartment 1:50 –refined dimensions and level changes 



Phase 2: first/second floor -70sq.m apartment 1:50



Phase 2: third floor -50sq.m apartment 1:50



Phase 3: ground floor -60sq.m apartment 1:50 –integrated furniture and hygge spaces



Phase 3: first/second floor -70sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 3: third floor -50sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 4: ground floor -60sq.m apartment 1:50 –refined furniture and hygge space approach



Phase 4: first/second floor -70sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 4: third floor -50sq.m apartment 1:50 



Phase 1: ground floor plan 1:50



Phase 1: first floor plan 1:50



Phase 2: ground floor plan 1:100 -circulation and interior communal gardening spaces

Due to current events university facilities have not been accessible and thus in some 
instances a photograph has been used when giving the clearest view of a drawing 



Phase 2: first floor plan 1:100 



Phase 3: ground floor plan 1:100
8m



Phase 3: first/second floor plan 1:100
8m



Phase 3: third floor plan 1:100
8m



Phase 4: ground floor plan 1:100 –new public/private integration 
8m

N



‘Great Hall’

Bike 
repairs

Residential 
lounge

Bins and 
services

Bike rack 
wall

8m

N



Phase 4.5: ground floor plan 1:100 –aligning space with structure
8m

N



5m

Phase 5: ground floor plan 1:100



Phase 5: first/second floor plan 1:100



Phase 5: third floor plan 1:100



Phase 5: roof greenhouse floor plan 1:100



Phase 1: west façade elevation 1:200



Phase 1: façade detailing showing balcony and terrace spaces 1:100



Phase 2: façade detailing showing balcony and terrace spaces 1:50



Phase 3: façade detailing showing balcony and terrace spaces 1:50



Phase 2: façade section 1:50



Phase 2: long section of interior circulation and communal gardening spaces1:100



Phase 1: green balcony construction



Phase 2: green balcony construction 1:20



Phase 3: green balcony construction 1:20



8m
Phase 1: perspective section 1:50



8m
Phase 2: perspective section 1:50



8m
Phase 3: perspective section 1:50

(Construction Phase 4)



3. Promote a more sustainable, cleaner lifestyles by recycling and composting etc
4. Inspire residents to grow in and around their homes

7. Promote the selling of grown produce to fellow residents and wider community
8. Preserve abundant communal green space
9. Promote active lifestyles as a means of social interaction amongst residents

Environmental strategy –green roof 

1. Manifesto and initial ideas discuss green space as means of creating greener and healthier lifestyle across apartments (and masterplan)

2. German law requires at least 60-70% of a building site cover to be soft landscaping –the result is mass use of green roofs which provide 
environmental benefits such as thermal massing and water retention, etc

Therefore, apartment roof greenhouse is an environmentally friendly solution to improving lifestyle standards and reclaiming a form of 
green cover on the site

Chinadialogue.net



Environmental strategy –greenhouse and atrium MVHR system

Warm stale air out, warm fresh air in

Integrate into core to highlight significance of greenhouse climate

Surround with plants to highlight nature v. machine aspect



Environmental strategy –greenhouse and atrium rainwater recycling

Water drainage to be collected for planting across different levels

Water drops down to lower levels –no pumps required



Environmental strategy –atrium circulation core

Inspired by communal growing walls along the
circulation at Malaga’s Estepona (Orchid House)

Opened up the stairwell for better interaction between those sat down and those on the stairs.

Nooks and shelves for planting are included to encourage planting across floors

The lightwell is larger to flood the space with more light than before –the trusses spanning above for the MVHR have plants suspended down



Environmental strategy –greenhouse and atrium passive lighting walkways



Environmental strategy –carparking water recycling and solar electric car charging

Within the next five to ten years, electric cars will replace petrol run cars:

Solar PVs provide power to electric car charging bays as part of a greener, future-proof way of living

Water drainage and recycling provides for allotments for local community to thrive



Environmental strategy –greenhouse and atrium services sketch





Environmental strategy –carpark and allotments sketch



Apartment and greenhouse sectional sketch





Updated colour scheme –emphasis on neutral, soothing colours



Pull out bed concept for apartments



Apartment interior sketch



Sketch derive



Phase 1: axonometric of entrance 1:20



PART FIVE: FINAL SUBMISSION



Final ground floor plan-60sq.m apartment 1:50 



Final first/second floor plan-70sq.m apartment 1:50 



Final third floor plan-50sq.m apartment 1:50 



Final first/second floor plan 1:100



Final third floor plan 1:100



Final roof greenhouse floor plan 1:100



Final east façade 1:200

20m



Task 9: Draw it like you love it –façade detailing



Construction detailing 1:20



Task 10: a sectional perspective



Aerial view of proposal with landscaping

Path to canal –ARCH302 Canoe hub docks to deliver new plants, resources and activities



Task 11: an axonometric of key building and connected spaces ~1:100 



Environmental strategy







Task 13: Entrance and approach -axonometric of threshold 1:20



Task 15: spatial experience model 1:20


